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Warm up your home in every way with the
ilektro 950 Aspect.

After all, a fireplace shouldn’t just make your home
look more inviting – it should make you feel more
relaxed and warm on the inside and outside.

Designed with you in mind you can personalise
your ilektro fireplace to create the perfect
ambiance by controlling both the visuals and the
temperature.

Having a fireplace has never been easier.

nine fifty aspect
electric fire

TM i lektro dimensions

950 ASPECT - FRONT

950 ASPECT
LEFT CORNER

By

950 ASPECT - BAY

950 ASPECT
RIGHT CORNER

HIGH DEFINITION
Contoured realistic flame technology
with a custom designed hand crafted
log bed.

APP CONTROL
Convenient App control available and
compatible for most smart phones and
tablets.

OPTIMAL CONTROL
Your flame is able to be controlled and
customised by you along with the log
fuel bed, You can also control the colour
and brightness of the downlight as
preferred by you.

THERMOSTAT
Ultra quiet fan heater with a seven day
programmer thermostatically controlled.
(1-2kW)

SOUND EFFECT
With audio volume control, you can set
the crackling of your fire to create your
authentic fireplace.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Anti reflective glass and scene lighting
LED kit available upon request.

REMOTE HANDSET
With your infrared remote, control your
fire settings from the comfort of your
sofa.

WARRANTY
2 year warranty for added assurance.
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